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1. Introduction
Let Vd be the vector C-space of binary forms of degree d endowed with the natural action of the
group G = SL(2,C). Consider the corresponding action of the group G on the algebra of polynomial
functions C[Vd ⊕ C2] on the vector space Vd ⊕ C2. Denote by Cd = C[Vd ⊕ C2]G the subalgebra of
G-invariant polynomial functions. In the language of classical invariant theory the algebra Cd is called
the algebra of covariants for the binary form of degree d. Let C+d be the ideal of Cd generated by all
homogeneous elements of positive degree. Denote by Cd a set of homogeneous elements of C+d such
that their images in C+d /(C
+
d )
2 form a basis of the vector space. Such a set Cd is called a complete
system of covariants of the binary form of degree d. The elements of Cd form a minimal system of
homogeneous generators of the algebra Cd. Denote by cd the cardinality of the set Cd.
The complete systems of covariantswere amajor object of research in the classical invariant theory
of the 19th century. It can be readily shown that c1 = 1, c2 = 2, c3 = 4. The complete systems of
covariants in the case d = 4, 5 were calculated by Boole, Cayley and Eisenstein, see the survey by
Dixmier (1990). The complete system of covariants in the case d = 6 was calculated by Gordan, see
Gordan (1885). In particular, c4 = 5, c5 = 23, c6 = 26.
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Von Gall made an unsuccessful attempt, see von Gall (1888), to find a complete system for the case
d = 7. He did, however, offer a system of 151 covariants though the system was not a minimal one.
Also, Sylvester’s attempts, see Sylvester and Franklin (1879), to find the cardinality c7 and degree–
order distribution for the elements of a complete system failed, see Hammond (1883), Dixmier and
Lazard (1986). Therefore, it remained an open problem to find a minimal system of homogeneous
generators (or even the cardinality of such a system) of the algebra of covariants for the binary form
of degree 7.
The symbolic presentation of covariants, which von Gall used, makes it very difficult to decide
which ones are irreducible. The present paper proposes a different symbolic presentation of covariants
and presents for the first time a minimal set of 147 generators of C7.
Using a technique first introduced in Bedratyuk (2007) we explicitly calculate a complete system
of covariants for the binary form of 7th degree. In particular, we prove that c7 = 147.
All calculations were done using Maple.
2. Preliminaries
To begin with, we introduce a simplified representation of covariants.
Let us identify the algebra of polynomial function C[Vd] on the vector C-space Vd with the
polynomial C-algebra C[Xd] := C[t, x1, x2, . . . , xd], where Xd = {t, x1, x2, . . . , xd}. Also, identify
the algebra of polynomial function C[Vd ⊕ C2]with the polynomial C-algebra C[Xd, Y1, Y2].
The generating elements
(
0 1
0 0
)
,
(
0 0
1 0
)
of the tangent Lie algebra sl2 act on C[Xd] by
derivations
D1 := t ∂
∂x1
+ 2 x1 ∂
∂x2
+ · · · + d xd−1 ∂
∂xd
,
D2 := d x1 ∂
∂t
+ (d− 1) x2 ∂
∂x1
+ · · · + xd ∂
∂xd−1
,
and act on C[Xd, Y1, Y2] by derivations D1 − Y2 ∂∂Y1 and D2 − Y1 ∂∂Y2 respectively.
It thus follows that the algebra Cd coincides with the algebra of polynomial solutions of the
following first-order PDE system, see Hilbert (1993), Glenn (1915):
t
∂u
∂x1
+ 2 x1 ∂u
∂x2
+ · · · + d xd−1 ∂u
∂xd
− Y2 ∂u
∂Y1
= 0,
d x1
∂
∂t
+ (d− 1) x2 ∂
∂x1
+ · · · + xd ∂
∂xd−1
− Y1 ∂
∂Y2
= 0
where u ∈ C[Xd, Y1, Y2]. So, Cd = C[Xd, Y1, Y2]D1−Y2
∂
∂Y1 ∩ C[Xd, Y1, Y2]D2−Y1
∂
∂Y2 .
Denote by Sd := C[Vd]D1 the kernel of the derivation D1 and let ~ : Cd → Sd be the C-linear
map that takes each homogeneous covariant of order k to its leading coefficient, i.e. to a coefficient
of Y k1 . In the terminology of the classical invariant theory, an element of the algebra Sd is called a
seminvariant, the degree of a homogeneous covariant with respect to the variable set Xd is called the
degree of the covariant and its degree with respect to the variable set Y1, Y2 is called the order of the
covariant.
In Bedratyuk (2007) it is shown that
Sd = C[t, z2, z3, . . . , zd]
[
1
t
]
∩ C[Xd],
where
zi :=
i−2∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
i
k
)
xi−kxk1t
i−k−1 + (i− 1)(−1)i+1xi1, i = 2, . . . , d.
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The main idea of the simplification of the calculation is to use the algebra
C[t, z2, z3, . . . , zd]
[
1
t
]
in place of the algebra C[Xd, Y1, Y2].
Let F =∑mi=0 fi(mi )Ym−i1 Y i2 be a covariant of ordermwhere fi ∈ C[t, z2, z3, . . . , zd][ 1t ] ∩C[Xd].We
have ~(F) = f0 ∈ Sd. The classical Roberts’, theorem, (Roberts, 1861), states that the covariant F is
completely and uniquely determined by its leading coefficient f0, namely:
F =
m∑
i=0
Di(f0)
i! Y
m−i
1 Y
i
2,
where D is a derivation of the algebra C[t, z2, z3, . . . , zd][ 1t ].
In particularly, for d = 7 we have, see Bedratyuk (2007):
D = 7 x1 ∂
∂t
− (−15 x1 z3 + 18 z2
2 − 4 z4)
t
∂
∂z3
+ (20 x1 z4 − 24 z2 z3 + 3 z5)
t
∂
∂z4
+ (2 z6 + 25 x1 z5 − 30 z2 z4)
t
∂
∂z5
+ (z7 + 30 x1 z6 − 36 z2 z5)
t
∂
∂z6
+ 7 (5 x1 z7 − 6 z2 z6)
t
∂
∂z7
+ 5 (2 x1 z2 + z3)
t
∂
∂z2
.
On the other hand, every seminvariant is a leading coefficient of a covariant, see Glenn (1915),
Olver (1999). This gives us a well-defined, explicit form of the inverse map
~−1 : Sd −→ Cd,
namely
~−1(a) =
ord(a)∑
i=0
Di(a)
i! Y
ord(a)−i
1 Y
i
2,
where a ∈ Sd and ord(a) is the order of the element a with respect to the locally nilpotent (on Sd)
derivation D, i.e. ord(a) := max{s,Ds(a) 6= 0}. For example, since ord(t) = d,we have
~−1(t) =
ord(t)∑
i=0
Di2(t)
i! Y
ord(t)−i
1 Y
i
2 = tY d1 +
d∑
i=1
(
d
i
)
xiY d−i1 Y
i
2.
So, the ~−1(t) is just the generic binary form.
Thus, the problem of finding of a complete system of the algebra Cd is equivalent to the problem of
finding of a complete systemof the algebra Sd,which is awell-known classical result, see, for example,
Cayley (1856).
To calculate seminvariants we introduce, see Bedratyuk (2007), an analogue of their transvectant.
Let f , g be two seminvariants of degreesm and k, respectively. The seminvariant of the form
[f , g]r := qr(m, k) ·
r∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
r
i
)
Di(f )
[m]i
∣∣∣
x1=0,...,xr=0
Dr−i(g)
[k]r−i
∣∣∣
x1=0,...,xr=0
,
0 ≤ r ≤ min(m, k), is called the r-th semi-transvectant of the seminvariants f and g.Here qr(m, k) is
a normalization rational factor and [a]i := a(a−1) . . . (a−(i−1)), a ∈ Z, see the details in Bedratyuk
(2007). Note that up to a rational factor the semi-transvectant [f , g]r is equal to ~(~−1(f ), ~−1(g))r ,
where (·, ·)r is the usual transvectant, see Hilbert (1993), Olver (1999).
As an example, let us describe the algebras of covariants of binary forms of small degrees. Consider
the so-called Weitzenböck derivationD , see Drensky and Gupta (2005), of the algebra C[Xd] defined
by the rule D(xi) = xi−1,D(t) = 0. It is easy to show that D1 = ϕDϕ−1, where ϕ is the following
automorphism of algebra C[Xd] : ϕ(t) = t, ϕ(xi) = xii! . Thus, Sd = ϕ(C[Xd]D).
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In Bedratyuk (2006) the kernel of the Weitzenbök derivation was explicitly computed for d < 7.
We use results of these calculations to find the algebras of covariants for d < 7.
For d = 1 we have C[X1]D = C[t]. Therefore, S1 = ϕ(C[t]) = C[t]. Thus,
C1 = ~−1(S1) = ~−1(C[t]) = C[~−1(t)] = C[tY1 + x1Y2].
For d = 2 we have C[X2]D = C[t, dv],where dv = [t, t]2 = 2 t x2 − x21, ord(dv) = 0. Therefore,
S2 = ϕ(C[t, dv]) = C[ϕ(t), ϕ(dv)] = C[t, t x2 − x21] = C[t, z2].
Since ord(dv) = 0, the polynomial t x2 − x21 is invariant and ~−1(t x2 − x21) = t x2 − x21. Taking into
account that ~−1(t) = t Y 21 + 2x1Y1Y1 + x2Y 22 ,we obtain
C2 = C[t Y 21 + 2x1Y1Y1 + x2Y 22 , t x2 − x21].
For d = 3 we have C[X3]D = C[t, dv, tr, ch],where
dv = −2 t x2 + x12,
tr = −3 t x1 x2 + 3 t2 x3 + x13,
ch = −18 t x1 x2 x3 + 8 t x23 + 9 x32 t2 + 6 x13 x3 − 3 x12 x22.
Taking into account
z2 = x2 t − x12,
z3 = x3 t2 + 2 x13 − 3 x1 x2 t,
we get
ϕ(dv) = x2 t − x12 = z2 = [t, t]2,
ϕ(tr) = −3
2
x1 x2 t + 12 x3 t
2 + x13 = 12 z3 =
1
2
[t, dv],
ϕ(ch) = −3
2
t x1 x2 x3 + t x23 + 14 x3
2 t2 + x13 x3 − 34 x1
2 x22 = 14
4 z23 + z32
t2
= 1
4
[t, tr]3.
Thus, c3 = 4, and
C3 = C[~−1(t), ~−1(dv), ~−1(tr), ~−1(ch)].
For d = 4 we have c4 = 5,
C4 = C[~−1(t), ~−1(dv1), ~−1(dv2), ~−1(tr1), ~−1(tr2)],
where
dv1 = [t, t]2, dv2 = [t, t]4, tr1 = [t, dv1], tr2 = [t, dv1]4.
For d = 5 we have c5 = 23 and the algebra C5 is generated by the following 23 covariants:
~−1(t), ~−1(dv1), ~−1(dv2), ~−1(tr1), ~−1(tr2), ~−1(tr3), ~−1(ch1), ~−1(ch2),
~−1(ch3), ~−1(pt1), ~−1(pt2), ~−1(pt3), ~−1(sh1), ~−1(sh2), ~−1(si1), ~−1(si2),
~−1(vi1), ~−1(vi2)~−1(dev), ~−1(od), ~−1(dvan), ~−1(trn), ~−1(vis),
where
dv1 = [t, t]2, dv2 = [t, t]4, tr1 = [t, dv1]4, tr2 = [t, dv1]3, tr3 = [t, dv1], ch1 = [t, tr2]5,
ch2 = [t, tr3]4, ch3 = [t, tr3]5, pt1 = [t, dv22]4, pt2 = [t, dv22]3, pt3 = [t, ch3]2,
sh1 = [t, dv2 tr1]4, sh2 = [t, pt1], si1 = [t, dv32]5, si2 = [t, sh1], vi1 = [t, dv2 pt2]5,
vi2 = [t, dv22 tr1]5, dev = [t, vi2]2, od = [t, dv22 sh1]5, dvan = [t, dv42 si1]5,
trn := [t, vi2 dv22]5, vis = [t, pt1 pt2 si1]5.
There are 4 invariants : ch1, vi1, dvan and vis.
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For d = 6 we have c5 = 26 and the algebra C6 is generated by the following 26 covariants:
~−1(t), ~−1(dv1), ~−1(dv2), ~−1(dv3), ~−1(tr1), ~−1(tr2), ~−1(tr3), ~−1(tr4), ~−1(ch1),
~−1(ch2), ~−1(ch3), ~−1(ch4), ~−1(pt1), ~−1(pt2), ~−1(pt3), ~−1(sh1), ~−1(sh2), ~−1(sh3),
~−1(si1), ~−1(si2), ~−1(vi), ~−1(dev), ~−1(de1), ~−1(de2), ~−1(dvan), ~−1(ptn)
where
dv1 = [t, t]6, dv2 = [t, t]4, dv3 = [t, t]2, tr1 = [t, dv3]6, tr2 = [t, dv3]4, tr3 = [t, dv3]3,
tr4 = [t, dv3], ch1 = [t, tr2]6, ch2 = [t, tr3]5, ch3 = [t, tr4]6, ch4 = [t, tr4]4, pt1 = [t, dv22]6,
pt2 = [t, dv22]5, pt3 = [t, ch4]4, sh1 = [t, dv2 tr1]6, sh2 = [t, dv2 tr1]3, sh3 = [t, pt1],
si1 = [t, tr21 ]4, si2 = [t, tr21 ]3, vi = [t, dv2 pt2]6, dev = [t, tr1 pt2]4, de1 = [t, tr31 ]6,
de2 = [t, tr31 ]5, dvan = [t, tr21 p1]5, ptn = [t, si1 si2]6.
There are 5 invariants : dv1, ch1, sh1, de1 and ptn.
It can be seen from these examples that this way of representation of seminvariants as elements
of the algebra C[t, z2, z3, . . . zd][ 1t ] is more compact than their standard representation as elements
of the polynomial algebra C[Xd].Moreover, from the computing point of view, the semi-transvectant
formula is more efficient than the transvectant formula. These two favorable circumstances together
with great Maple power give an expedient way to compute a complete system of covariants for the
binary form of degree 7.
3. Irreducible seminvariants up to degree 13
Let C¯ (i)7 be a subset of C¯7 whose elements have degree i. The set of corresponding seminvariants is
denoted by S¯(i)7 .Using an analogue of theΩ-process, in Bedratyuk (2007) all irreducible seminvariants
up to degree 13 were found. Next, we present the lists of the generating elements.
The unique seminvariant of degree one is obviously t, ord(t) = 7.
The set S¯(2)7 consists of the 3 irreducible seminvariants
dv1 := [t, t]4 = 3 z2
2 + z4
t2
= x4 t − 4 x1 x3 + 3 x22, ord(dv1)=6,
dv2 := [t, t]6 = z6 + 15 z2 z4 − 10 z3,
2
t4
= x6 t − 6 x1 x5 + 15 x2 x4 − 10 x32, ord(dv2)=2,
dv3 := [t, t]2 = z2 = x2 t − x12, ord(dv3)=10.
The set S¯(3)7 consists of the 6 irreducible seminvariants
tr1 = [t, dv1]4, ord(tr1) = 5, tr2 = [t, dv3], ord(tr2) = 15,
tr3 = [t, dv3]3, ord(tr3) = 11, tr4 = [t, dv3]4, ord(tr4) = 9,
tr5 = [t, dv3]5, ord(tr5) = 7, tr6 = [t, dv3]7, ord(tr6) = 3.
The set S¯(4)7 consists of the following 8 irreducible seminvariants:
ch1 = [t, tr5]7, ord(ch1) = 0, ch2 = [t, tr3]7, ord(ch2) = 4,
ch3 = [t, tr3]2, ord(ch3) = 14, ch4 = [t, tr3]4, ord(ch4) = 10,
ch5 = [t, tr3]5, ord(ch5) = 8, ch6 = [t, tr1]2, ord(ch6) = 8,
ch7 = [t, tr1]3, ord(ch7) = 6, ch8 = [t, tr1]4, ord(ch8) = 4.
The set S¯(5)7 consists of the following 10 irreducible seminvariants:
pt1 = [t, ch6]5, ord(pt1) = 5, pt2 = [t, ch6]6, ord(pt2) = 3,
pt3 = [t, ch7]2, ord(pt3) = 9, pt4 = [t, ch7]3, ord(pt4) = 7,
pt5 = [t, ch7]5, ord(pt5) = 3, pt6 = [t, ch6]3, ord(pt6) = 9,
pt7 = [t, ch4]2, ord(pt7) = 13, pt8 = [t, ch4]5, ord(pt8) = 7,
pt9 = [t, dv21]7, ord(pt9) = 5, pt10 = [t, dv1dv2]7, ord(pt10) = 1.
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The set S¯(6)7 consists of the following 10 irreducible seminvariants:
sh1 = [t, pt5]2, ord(sh1) = 6, sh2 = [t, pt7]6, ord(sh2) = 8,
sh3 = [t, pt4]5, ord(sh3) = 4, sh4 = [t, pt4]6, ord(sh4) = 2,
sh5 = [t, pt3]2, ord(sh5) = 12, sh6 = [t, pt3]4, ord(sh6) = 8,
sh7 = [t, pt4]4, ord(sh7) = 6, sh8 = [t, tr1dv1]7, ord(sh8) = 4,
sh9 = [t, tr1dv2]6, ord(sh9) = 2, sh10 = [t, tr6dv1]7, ord(sh10) = 2.
The set S¯(7)7 consists of the following 12 irreducible seminvariants:
si1 = [t, sh5]4, ord(si1) = 11, si2 = [t, sh7]4, ord(si2) = 5,
si3 = [t, tr21 ]7, ord(si3) = 3, si4 = [t, sh1]3, ord(si4) = 7,
si5 = [t, ch7dv1]7, ord(si5) = 5, si6 = [t, ch7dv2]7, ord(si6) = 1,
si7 = [t, tr26 ]4, ord(si7) = 5, si8 = [t, tr26 ]6, ord(si8) = 1,
si9 = [t, tr6 tr1]6, ord(si9) = 3, si10 = [t, tr6 tr1]7, ord(si10) = 1,
si11 = [t, tr21 ]6, ord(si11) = 5, si12 = [t, sh10], ord(si12) = 7.
The set S¯(8)7 consists of the following 13 irreducible seminvariants:
vi1 = [t, si7]3, ord(vi1) = 6, vi2 = [t, si7]4, ord(vi2) = 4,
vi3 = [t, ch8 tr6]7, ord(vi3) = 0, vi4 = [t, ch8 tr1]6, ord(vi4) = 4,
vi5 = [t, ch8tr1]7, ord(vi5) = 2, vi6 = [t, ch7tr6]7, ord(vi6) = 2,
vi7 = [t, ch7 tr1]7, ord(vi7) = 4, vi8 = [t, ch8 tr6]6, ord(vi8) = 2,
vi9 = [t, tr6 dv22]7, ord(vi9) = 0, vi10 = [t, si4]2, ord(vi10) = 10,
vi11 = [t, si12]4, ord(vi11) = 6, vi12 = [t, si11]3, ord(vi12) = 6,
vi13 = [t, pt9 dv2]7, ord(vi13) = 0.
The set S¯(9)7 consists of the following 11 irreducible seminvariants:
de1 = [t, sh3 dv1]7, ord(de1) = 3, de2 = [t, ch7 ch8]7, ord(de2) = 3,
de3 = [t, pt5 tr6]5, ord(de3) = 3, de4 = [t, pt5 tr1]6, ord(de4) = 3,
de5 = [t, pt5 tr1]7, ord(de5) = 1, de6 = [t, sh9 dv1]7, ord(de6) = 1,
de7 = [t, sh10 dv1]7, ord(de7) = 1, de8 = [t, sh10 dv2]3, ord(de8) = 5,
de9 = [t, vi5]2, ord(de9) = 5, de10 = [t, vi2]4, ord(de10) = 3,
de11 = [t, vi11]2, ord(de11) = 9.
The set S¯(10)7 consists of the following 9 irreducible seminvariants:
des1 = [t, sh9 tr1]6, ord(des1) = 2, des2 = [t, sh4 tr6]4, ord(des2) = 4,
des3 = [t, sh4 tr1]6, ord(des3) = 2, des4 = [t, sh1 tr1]7, ord(des4) = 4,
des5 = [t, sh3 tr6]5, ord(des5) = 4, des6 = [t, de9]2, ord(des6) = 8,
des7 = [t, tr36 ]7, ord(des7) = 2, des8 = [t, sh10 tr1]6, ord(des8) = 2,
des9 = [t, pt1 ch7]7, ord(des9) = 4.
The set S¯(11)7 consists of the following 9 irreducible seminvariants:
odn1 = [t, vi2 dv1]7, ord(odn1) = 3, odn2 = [t, vi2, dv2]6, ord(odn2) = 1,
odn3 = [t, vi4 dv2]6, ord(odn3) = 1, odn4 = [t, vi5 dv1]7, ord(odn4) = 1,
odn5 = [t, vi6 dv1]7, ord(odn5) = 1, odn6 = [t, vi2 dv2]5, ord(odn6) = 3,
odn7 = [t, des6]4, ord(odn7) = 7, odn8 = [t, des6]6, ord(odn8) = 3,
odn9 = [t, vi1 dv2]7, ord(odn9) = 1.
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The set S¯(12)7 consists of the following 13 irreducible seminvariants:
dvan1 = [t, sh1 pt2]7, ord(dvan1) = 2, dvan2 = [t, sh1 pt5]7, ord(dvan2) = 2,
dvan3 = [sh9, sh10]2, ord(dvan3) = 0, dvan4 = [t, odn7]6, ord(dvan4) = 2,
dvan5 = [t, de8 dv2]6, ord(dvan5) = 2, dvan6 = [sh10 , sh10]2, ord(dvan6) = 0,
dvan7 = [t, de9 dv2]6, ord(dvan7) = 2, dvan8 = [t, de10 dv1]7, ord(dvan8) = 2,
dvan9 = [t, odn7]4, ord(dvan9) = 6, dvan10 = [sh1 , sh1]2, ord(dvan10) = 0,
dvan11 = [sh4 , sh4]2, ord(dvan11) = 0, dvan12 = [sh4, sh9]2, ord(dvan12) = 0,
dvan13 = [sh4 , sh2]2, ord(dvan13) = 0.
The set S¯(13)7 consists of the following 9 irreducible seminvariants:
tryn1 = [t, dvan9]6, ord(tryn1) = 1, tryn2 = [t, vi1 ch7]7, ord(tryn2) = 5,
tryn3 = [t, vi2 ch8]7, ord(tryn3) = 1, tryn4 = [t, vi2 ch2]7, ord(tryn4) = 1,
tryn5 = [t, vi1 ch8]7, ord(tryn5) = 3, tryn6 = [t, vi5 ch2]6, ord(tryn6) = 1,
tryn7 = [t, vi8 ch8]6, ord(tryn7) = 1, tryn8 = [t, vi8 ch7]7, ord(tryn8) = 1,
tryn9 = [t, vi4 ch8]7, ord(tryn9) = 1.
The cardinalities of the sets S¯(i)7 for i = 1, . . . , 13 and the covariant’s degree–order distributions so
far coincide completely with the results of von Gall and Sylvester, see von Gall (1888), Sylvester and
Franklin (1879).
4. Computation of seminvariants of degrees 14–30
Let (C2+)i,j be the subset of (C
+
7 )
2whose elements have degree i and order j.Denote by S(i,j)7 , C
(i,j)
7 the
vector spaces generated by seminvariants and covariants of degree i and order j. Since S(i,j)7 ∼= C (i,j)7 ,
we have dim S(i,j)7 = dim C (i,j)7 . Denote by δi the number of irreducible seminvariants of degree i
and denote by δi,j the number of irreducible seminvariants of degree i and order j. It is evident that
δi =∑j δi,j and c7 =∑i δi. To compute the number δi,j we use the formula
δi,j = dim C (i,j)7 − dim〈(C2+)i,j〉 = dim S(i,j)7 − dim〈(C2+)i,j〉.
Here 〈(C2+)i,j〉 is the vector subspace generated by the set (C2+)i,j. The dimension of the vector space
S(i,j)7 is calculated by the Cayley–Sylvester formula, see, for example, Hilbert (1993), Springer (1977)
where the dimension is equal to a coefficient of T (d i−j)/2 in the expansion of the series
(1− T d+1)(1− T d+2) . . . (1− T d+i)
(1− T 2) . . . (1− T i) .
The dimension of the vector space 〈(C2+)i,j〉 is calculated by the formula
dim〈(C2+)i,j〉 = σi,j − dim Ri,j.
Here σi,j is a coefficient of T i1 T
j
2 in the series(∏
k<i
∏
l<j
(1− T k1 T l2)δk,l
)−1
,
and Ri,j is a vector subspace of 〈(C2+)i,j〉 generated by syzygies. The dimension of the vector space Ri,j
is found by direct Maple computation. The irreducible seminvariants can be found using standard
techniques of linear algebra, see the details in Bedratyuk (2007).
Let S¯(i,j)7 be a subset of S¯
(i)
7 whose elements have order j.
We take the set S¯(14,0)7 from Bedratyuk (2007):
chot1 := [si8, si10], chot2 := [si6, si10], chot3 := [si6, si8], chot4 := [si3, si9]3.
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For j = 2 we have dim S(14,2)7 = 30, σ14,2 = 36, dim R14,2 = 6. Thus δ14,2 = 30 − (36 − 6) = 0. For
j = 4 we have dim S(14,4)7 = 37, σ14,4 = 60, dim R14,4 = 25. Thus δ14,4 = 37− (60− 25) = 2. After
calculation, we get the following irreducible seminvariants of S¯(14,2)7 :
chot5 := [sh10, vi2], chot6 := [sh9, vi2].
The results obtained by Sylvester and von Gall for δ14,4 were 0 and 2 respectively. Taking into account
the results of von Gall (1888) we have δ14,j = 0 for j > 4. Therefore, δ14 = 6 and the set S¯(14)7 consists
of the following 6 seminvariants — chot1, . . . , chot6.
There exist only covariants (and seminvariants) of orders 1 and 3 in the set S¯(15)7 , see von Gall
(1888). We have dim S(15,1)7 = 20,σ15,1 = 17, dim R15,1 = 0. Consequently, δ15,1 = 3. In the same
way, we get dim S(15,3)7 = 42, σ15,3 = 61, dim R15,3 = 20. Thus δ15,3 = 1 and δ15 = 4. The results of
Sylvester and von Gall for δ15,3 were 0 and 1 respectively. After calculation we obtain the 4 irreducible
seminvariants:
ptn1 := [de10, sh9]2, ptn2 = [de10, sh4]2, ptn3 = [de3, sh9]2, ptn4 = [de10, sh10].
There exist only seminvariants of orders 0 and 2 in the set S¯(16)7 . The irreducible invariants were
found in Bedratyuk (2007):
shis1 := [vi2, vi4]4, shis2 := [vi4, vi7]4.
For j = 2 we have dim S(16,2)7 = 33, σ16,2 = 39, dim R16,2 = 9. Thus δ16,2 = 3 and we have δ16 = 5.
The results of Sylvester and von Gall for δ16,2 were 0 and 3 respectively. After calculation, we obtain
the 3 remaining seminvariants of order 2:
shis3 = [vi5, vi2]2, shis4 = [vi8, vi2]2, shis5 = [des7, sh10].
There exist only seminvariants of order 1 in S¯(17)7 . We have dim S
(17,1)
7 = 31, σ17,1 = 29,
dim R17,1 = 0. Therefore δ17 = δ17,1 = 2. Sylvester and von Gall have obtained the same value
for δ17,1. Calculation yields the 2 irreducible seminvariants:
simn1 := [de3, vi5]2, simn2 := [si8, des7].
The set S¯(18)7 consists only of seminvariants of order 0. The 9 irreducible invariants were calculated
in Bedratyuk (2007):
vis1 := [de4, de3]3, vis2 := [de4, de10]3, vis3 := [de5, de6], vis4 := [de1, de10]3,
vis5 := [de2, de3]3, vis6 := [de2, de10]3, vis7 := [de3, de10]3, vis8 := [de6, de7],
vis9 := [de8, de9]5.
For S¯(18,2)7 we have dim S
(18,2)
7 = 63, σ18,2 = 105, dim R18,2 = 42. Thus δ18,2 = 0 and δ18 = 9. The
results of Sylvester and von Gall for δ18,2 were 0 and 1 respectively.
There exist only seminvariants of order 1 in S
(19)
. We have dim S(19,1)7 = 46, σ19,1 = 57,
dim R19,1 = 12. Thus δ19 = δ19,1 = 1. The results of Sylvester and von Gall for δ19,1 were 0 and 2
respectively. Calculation yields the irreducible seminvariant:
devn := [de7, des7].
There exist only one seminvariant in S¯(20)7 which is calculated in Bedratyuk (2007) —
dvad := [des7, des7]2. The results of Sylvester, von Gall and Diximier for δ20 were 0, 2 and 1
respectively.
There exist only two seminvariants in S¯(22)7 as computed in Bedratyuk (2007):
dvdv1 := [odn6, odn1]3, dvdv2 := [odn8, odn1]3.
The results of Sylvester, von Gall and Diximier for δ22 were 1, 3 and 2 respectively.
There exist only seminvariants of order 1 in S¯(23)7 . We have dim S
(23,1)
7 = 85, σ23,1 = 142,
dim R23,1 = 58. Thus δ23 = δ23,1 = 1. The results of Sylvester and von Gall for δ23 were 0 and 1
respectively. Calculation yields the seminvariant — dvtr := [tryn4, des7].
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That δ24 = 0 is proved in von Gall (1888), Dixmier and Lazard (1986), and also in Bedratyuk (2007).
For the set S¯(25)7 we have dim S
(25,1)
7 = 114, σ25,1 = 228, dim R25,1 = 114. Thus δ25 = δ25,1 = 0.
The results of Sylvester and von Gall for δ25 were 0 and 1 respectively.
There exist only one seminvariant of degree 26 — dvsh = [tryn4, tryn3], no seminvariants of
degrees 27, 28, 29 and only one invariant of degree 30 — trd := [dvtr, si6]. By von Gall (1888) it
follows that δi = 0 for i > 30.
Summarizing the above results we get:
Theorem. The system of the following 147 covariants
~−1(t);
~−1(dvi), i = 1, 2, 3; ~−1(tri), i = 1, . . . , 6; ~−1(chi), i = 1, . . . , 8; ~−1(pti), i = 1, . . . , 10;
~−1(shi), i = 1, . . . , 10; ~−1(sii), i = 1, . . . , 12; ~−1(vii), i = 1, . . . , 13;
~−1(dei), i = 1, . . . , 11; ~−1(desi), i = 1, . . . , 9; ~−1(odni), i = 1, . . . , 9;
~−1(dvni), i = 1, . . . , 13; ~−1(tryni), i = 1, . . . , 9; ~−1(choti), i = 1, . . . , 6;
~−1(ptni), i = 1, . . . , 4; ~−1(shisi), i = 1, . . . , 5; ~−1(simni), i = 1, 2;
visi, i = 1, . . . , 9; ~−1(devn); dvad; dvdv1; dvdv2; ~−1(dvtr); dvsh; trd,
is a complete system of the covariants for the binary form of degree 7.
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Appendix
The degree–order distribution for C7 is given in the table below. The entry in rowm and column n
is the number of irreducible covariants of degree–order (m, n).
deg/ord 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 1
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 2 1 2 1 1
5 1 2 2 2 2 1
6 3 2 2 2 1
7 3 2 4 2 1
8 3 3 3 3 1
9 3 5 2 1
10 4 4 1
11 5 3 1
12 6 6 1
13 7 1 1
14 4 2
15 3 1
16 2 3
17 2
18 9
19 1
20 1
22 2
23 1
26 1
30 1
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